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The Theory of Marginal
Productivity and the
Demand for Factors of
Production

The case just considered-of fixed proportions among the factors of pro-
duction in each industry separately-is a special case of the general theory
of marginal productivity. In that special case.t an increase in the supply
and consequent~ reduction in price of a particular factor increases the
quantity of the factor demanded solely through substitution in consump-
tion: the lowered price of this factor makes the products in whose produc-
tion it is relatively important cheaper relative to other products, and this
leads consumers to substitute them for the other products. More generally,
substitution will also take place in production. For each product sepa-
rately, producers will have an incentive to substitute the relatively cheaper
factor for others, and in general it is possible to do so, at least to some
extent.

The "theory of marginal productivity" is sometimes described as the
"theory of distribution." This statement is misleading. The theory of mar-
ginal productivity at JJ1()stanalyzes the factors affecting the demand for a
factor of production. The price of the factor depends also on conditions of
supply. The tendency to speak of a "marginal productivity theory of dis-
tribution" arises because in many problems and contexts it is useful to
think of the supply of factors of production as given quantities, as per-
fectly inelastic. This is particularly relevant if the problem concerns both
market and nonmarket uses of factors of production. In such cases, there is
a sense in which supply conditions determine only the quantity of the
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factors, while demand conditions (summarized in the phrase marginal
productivity) determine price. But note that even in this case a change in
supply-in the fixed amount of a factor-will change the price of the
factor, unless demand is perfectly elastic. So it will be better in all cases to
regard the theory of marginal productivity as a theory solely of the de-
mand for factors of production. A complete theory requires a theory of
both the demand for and the supply of factors of production.

In the main, the marginal productivity theory is a way of organizing the
considerations that are relevant to the demand for a factor of production.
It has some, but not very much, substantive content. This is reflected in
our ability to speak of an abstract factor of production-factors A or B,
etc.-without having to specify it any further. To say that wages are equal
to the value of the marginal product; for example, says relatively little in
and of itself. Its function is rather to suggest what to look for in further
analysis. The value of the marginal product is not a single number de-
terminedLy forces outside the control of individuals or society; it is
rather a schedule or function ofmany variables. It will depend on the
quality and quantity of workers, the quantity of capital they have to work
with, the quality of the management organizing their activities, the insti-
tutional structure of the markets in which they are hired and the product
sold, etc. In concrete applications, the basic substantive issue is likely to be
what determines the marginal productivity and how the changes under
consideration will affect it.

The analysis of the. demand for factors of production is closely related
to theanalysis of the supply of products, and, indeed, is really only another
way of looking at or organizing the same material. In analyzing the supply
curve of a product, we are interested in tracing the effect.of changes .in.the
demand for it under given conditions on the factor markets. In conse-
quence, we direct attention to the output of the firm or industry and take
for granted the changes in the quantity of the various factors of production
employed and in their prices as demandf()r theproduct and with it output
of the product change. In distriblJJ:jQJLthe_Qry,.o_ll.I:interest centers in the
factor markets, and so we concentrate attention on a different facet of the
same adjustment by the firm. To put it differently, the statement that a
firmseeks to equate marginal factor cost tomarginal value product is an-
other way of saying that it seeks to equate marginal revenue to marginal
cost rather than an additional condition on the equilibrium of the firm.

As in the theory of supply of products, there are several different levels
of analysis, and the demand curve will change as we shift our point of
view from the reactions of the firm to the reactions of an industry. And in
this case, there is also a third level that is significant, the economy as a
whole, since many different industries may employ· what for any particu-
lar problem it is useful to regard as a single factor of production.

The demand curve for a factor of production by a particular group of
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demandersjwhich may as a. special case be a single firmj.shows.the maxi-
mum quantity of the factor that willbepurchased hy..thegroup per unit of
time at each price of the factor, for given conditionsAs in previous prob-
lems, there is some uncertainty how it is best to sr-ecjfy J.be "gLY~ILcondi-

_tions." They clearly include (1) technical knowledge-s-the "state of the
arts" or the production functions of actual and potential firms; and (2) the
conditions of demand for the finalproducst. The uncertainty attaches pri-
marily to the handling of other factors of production. One procedure is to
take as given (3) thesupply cur-yesof other factorsotproduction to the
group of demanders considered. The problem with item 3 is that at least
for the economy· as a whole, constant supply curves for other factors may
mean an increase-in the total resources of the community as we move
along the demand curve for this factor in response to an increase in its
supply. The alternative is to take the "total resources" of the community,
appropriately defined, as fixed, and thus to regard changes in the supply of
this factor as changes in its supply relative to other factors but not in the
total resources of the community. We shall for the most part beg this ques-
tion, since most of our discussion wold be unaffected by its resolution.

It should be noted that the precise meaning of items 2 and 3 as stated
above depends on the particular group of demanders considered. To a firm
selling its product on a competitive market, item 2 is equivalent to holding
the price of the product constant; to .9JLindu~.trY__]2rodudng_a.single
product, it is equivalen t ro.bolding.rhe.demaud.Inucucn.Ior .rhe __prod uct
constant. To a firm, item 3 is equivalent to holding constant the price of
factors that it buys on competitive markets, and the suP.Ph curves of other
J(l.<;:_~ors.In particular, it is equivalent to holding constant the amount of
"fixed" factors. To an industry, itemS may stilt. be.equivalent. to holding
constant.the.price.of.some factors, namely those of which the industry as a
whole buys only a small part of the total, so that the supply curve of the
factor to the industry is effectively horizontal. To the economy as a whole,
especially if this is regarded as including the nonmarket as well as the
market sector, .item_.3_:trLay_he._e..qllivil,le.DLtQ_holding_th.e...quan titiesof other
factors.constant (though this obviously depends critically on how the un-
certainty about item 3 is resolved).

Note also that the differencebetweenshort- and lQ_:og~X1JJ1.deInand_c:urves
is in theprecise content ofitems 2 and 3.

Finally, the list of "other things" is not exhaustive for all problems. For
many problems, for example, it will be desirable to give special considera-
tion to closelyrelated factors of production.

The Individual Firm

In analyzing the demand for factors of production by the individual
firm, we may again start with the fundamental equations defining its equi-
librium position:
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(1)
_1_ MPPa MPPb MPPc _1_
MR - MFC

a
- MFC

b
- MFC

c
- ••• - MC

••••
(2) x = f(a, b, c, ... )

If there is competition on the product market, MR will, of course, be
equal to the price of the product or Px; if a factor is purchased on a com-
petitive market, its marginal factor cost will, of course, be equal to its price.
For the time being, we may suppose that any factors are either purchased
competitively, so that we can replace their marginal factor costs by their
prices, er are "fixed" to the firm, so that we can regard the quantity (or
maximum quantity) available as given. The shorter the run, the larger the
number of factors the available quantity of which are to be regarded as
given, and conversely. Indeed, as we saw in the discussion of supply, this is
essentially the definition of length of run.

From a purely formal point of view, the demand curve for a factor of
production by an individual firm can be derived immediately and directly
from equations 1 and 2. Let the firm be selling on a competitive market,
let factors A, B, ... be purchased competitively, and A', B', ... be the factors
whose quantities are fixed to the firm for the run considered. Then the
demand curve for, say, factor A, will be given by

(3) a = h(Pa; px; Pi» ... ; a', h', ... ),

where a', h', ... stand for the fixed quantities of these factors available to
the firm. Now this equation is simply a rearrangement of equations 1. and
2. For any given set of values of the independent variables in equation 3,
equations 1 and 2 can be solved to give the quantities of the various factors
employed and the quantity of product produced. This can therefore be
done for every set, and the quantity of A employed can be expressed as a
function of these variables, as in equation 3.

If the product market is not competitive, Px in equation 3 is replaced by
the demand curve for X; if the factor market for B is not competitive, Pe is
replaced by the supply curve of B to the firm, ete.

We shall, however, gain insight if we proceed more slowly and less
formally to this final result. It is helpful to rewrite equation 1 in the fol-
lowing form:

(4) MR . MPP a = MFCa,

MR . MPP b = MFCb,

If we have competition on both factor and product markets, these reduce
to

(5) px· MPPa = pa'
Px· MPPb = Pb'
............. ,
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or the familiar equations that marginal value product of a factor equal its
marginal factor cost, in the general case, or value of the marginal product
of a factor equal the price of the factor, in the competitive case. -:~_'"'V-

Consider the first of equations 5. This shows a relation between tile "
price of A and its quantity: for each price of A, it shows the quantity of A J>(V\-~P71
that would have a marginal product whose value would be equal to that J

price of A. It is tempting to interpret this as the demand curve of the firm
for A, and, indeed, the demand curve for A is often loosely described as
given by the value of marginal product curve for A. But this is strictly cor-
rect only in one special case: that in which the firm is not free to vary the
quantity of any factor other than A, i.e., all other factors are "fixed." In
that case, the only adjustment the firm can make to a change in the price
of A is to change the quantity of A employed; all equations other than the
first in 5 become irrelevant and are replaced by equations of the form:
b' = h'. The firm will move along the marginal product curve for A until
the value of the marginal product is equal to the new price of A and this
curve will be its demand curve.

Suppose, however, that not all other factors are fixed, that, for example,
B can be varied and is purchased competitively. Hypothetically, suppose
the price of A to fall and the firm to make its first adjustment along the
marginal product curve for A, so that it increases the employment of A
until the marginal product falls enough to satisfy the first of the equations
5. The remaining equations are now no longer satisfied, despite the fact
that they initially were and that the quantity of other factors is, by assump-
tion, the same as initially. The reason, of course, is that the marginal
product of the other factors depends on the amount of A employed. Some
other factors will be close substitutes for A; the marginal product of these
will be reduced by the increased employment of A. Other factors will tend
to have their marginal product increased by increased employment of A,
since in effect there is less of them per unit of A. In general, we may expect
the latter effect to dominate, as should be clear from our earlier discussion
of the law of variable proportions. The firm will therefore want to change
the amount of other factors employed, reducing the employment of those
whose marginal product is now less than initially and increasing the em-
ployment of the others. But these adjustments will in turn change the
marginal productivity of A, tending to increase it for each quantity of A;
both the reduction in quantity of competitive factors and the increase in
quantity of others operate in general in this direction. The final position
will be one at which the equations 5 are satisfied. At this final position, the
price of A is equal to the value of its marginal product, yet this point is not
on the initial value of marginal product curve. The essential point is that
the marginal product curve is drawn for fixed quantities of other factors;
the demand curve, in our special case, for fixed prices of variable factors.

Figure 9.1 summarizes the situation. The solid lines are value of mar-
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FIGURE 9.1

ginal product curves for different amount of B (used here to stand for all
other factors). The dashed line is a demand curve for A by the individual
firm. Since competition is assumed on both product and factor markets,
the price of the final product and of other variable factors of production is
the same at all points on it. But, as seen, the quantity of B is not; it varies
in such a way as to keep equations 5 satisfied. Accordingly, the demand
curve cuts through the value of marginal product curves, in general going
through successively higher curves as the price of A falls.

If demand for the product is not competitive, given demand conditions
imply different prices as the output varies. Marginal value product di-
verges from value of marginal product and is the quantity relevant to the
individual firm. With this change in nomenclature, Figure 9.1 can sum-
marize the situation, except that there is no longer any presumption that
the quantities of other factors in general will increase as the price of A falls
or that the demand curve will pass through marginal value product curves
for successively higher quantities of b. The reason is that while an in-
crease in the quantity of A employed in response to a decline in its price
would in general raise the marginal physical product of given quantities of
the other factors, it will also mean an increase in output, a decline in the
price of the product, and perhaps also a decline in marginal revenue. This
may offset or more than offset the rise in the marginal physical product of
the other factors and so lead to a decline in the quantity of those em-
ployed. We shall meet an analogous effect again when we combine com-
petitive firms and examine the demand curve of an industry.

If the market for factor A is not competitive, so that the firm is a monop-
sonistic purchaser of A, how much the firm would employ at various prices
is no longer a meaningful or relevant question, since the firm affects the
price by its action and determines the price and quantity simultaneously.
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The corresponding question is then the reaction of the firm to changes in
the supply of the factor, and these changes cannot be summariied by the
single parameter, price of the factor, as they can when the market for A is
competitive. What would otherwise be the "demand curve" for factor A
still retains significance. It shows the quantity that would be purchased at
various marginal factor costs. However, in so interpreting it, it must be
kept in mind that a single supply curve will in general have different mar-
ginal factor costs for different quantities supplied, and that many different
supply curves can have the same marginal factor cost for the same quantity
supplied. (This case is discussed more fully in .the following pages.)

In the above analysis we have taken as our (hypothetical) first approxi-
mation the change in quantity of A with fixed quantities of other factors.
This, of course, implies that even in the first reaction, the firm changes its
output. There is then an additional change in output when the quantities
of other factors are adjusted and the quantity of this one readjusted. An-
other way of breaking down the reaction of the firm is to take as the first
approximation the change in the purchase of A that would occur if the
firm kept its output the same. This is, as it were, the pure substitution in
production effect. If the price of A falls and output is kept constant, A will
be substituted for other factors, implying in general a movement from the
initial marginal productivity curve for A to a lower one. At this point, all
the equalities in equation 1 except the first are satisfied: the firm is produc-
ing this output in the optimum manner, given the new price of A. The re-
duction in the price of A has, however, increased the common value of the
ratios of marginal physical products to marginal factor costs; it has in-
creased the number of units of output attainable by spending an addi-
tional dollar, that is, it has reduced marginal cost. Marginal cost is there-
fore now lower than marginal revenue, which means that output is less
than the optimum. An expansion effect is therefore added to the substitu-
tion effect. In expanding, the firm will employ more of all factors, in gen-
eral. This increase in employment of A adds to the increase due to the
substitution effect. For other factors, it offsets the initial decrease. As be-
fore-since the final. position is the same-the final position will tend to
involve the employment of more of the other factors in general but may
involve the employment of less of close substitutes for A.

Figure 9.2 shows the three curves we have been talking about. P is the
initial point of equilibrium, and so all three pass through. it. The steepest
(at P) shows the amount of A that the firm would purchase if it kept out-
put constant; the next steepest shows the amount of A it would purchase at
given product prices if it kept the amount of other factors employed con-
stant; the flattest shows the amount of A it would purchase at given
product price and given prices for other factors.

You will find it instructive to check and prove statements made about
the order of these curves; to show that monopoly on the product market
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FIGURE 9.2

can change the order of these curves; and to translate the above in terms of
prod uction indifference curves.

The Competitive Industry

In reacting to conditions on the product and factor markets as they see
them, individual firms obviously change those conditions: they impose
external effects on themselves and other firms in their own industry, and
the combined reactions of all firms in a single industry impose external
effects on other industries.

Let us first confine our attention to a single industry. In response to a
decline in the price of A, each individual firm seeks to move along its de-
mand curve for A, which will involve expanding its output. But all indi-
vidual firms obviously cannot do so without changing the conditions for
which those demand curves are drawn. For one thing, the increased output
by all firms will lower the price of the product, and this will shift the de-
mand curve for A of each individual firm downward, since each of these is
drawn for a fixed price of the product. This would be the only external
effect to be considered at this stage if the industry uses no specialized (vari-
able) factors, i.e., if it employs only a small part of the total available sup-
ply of all other (variable) factors, so that their supply curves to the industry
can be taken as essentially horizontal. The final increase in the amount of
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A purchased by all firms in response to a reduction in the price of A (to
this industry alone) will be less than that shown by the sum of the demand
curves for the individual firms in the industry, as shown in Figure 9.3. The
flattest curve through P is the sum of the demand curves for A of the indi-
vidual firms in the industry; the next steepest curve is the demand curve
for A of the industry as a whole. Through each poi t of the demand curve
of the industry there passes such a sum of demand curves of the individual
firms, showing the sum of the amounts the individual firms would want to
employ if the price of the product were not altered as a consequence of their
increased production. The more elastic the demand for the product of the
industry, the less will tend to be the divergence between these two curves.

Price of A

Demand curve for
/ A of industry

r (Demcnd curves for A
of individual firms)

/'
r (Constant output curves

for A of individual firms)

Quantity of (J\ per unit time

FIGURE 9.3

The changes in the price of the product will affect not only the amount
of A employed but also the amount of all other factors. As noted earlier,
with a constant price for the product, there is a presumption that the de-
mand for other factors will on the average rise with a decline in the price of
A. There is no longer any such presumption, once account is taken of the
effect of the expansion of output on the price of the product. This can be
readily seen by taking the extreme example in which demand for the
product is perfectly inelastic. In this case, the price of the product will fall
to whatever extent is necessary to keep total output unchanged, and the
demand curve for A of the industry will be approximately the same (in this
special case of given other factor prices to the industry) as the sum of the
constant output curves for the individual firms drawn earlier. The quali-
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fication "approximately the same" is necessary because all firms in the in-
dustry need not have the same production functions, and the decline in
the price of A may affect different firms differently. In consequence, the
unchanged total output of the industry may conceal decreases in output
by some firms, balanced by increases by other firms. But as we saw before,
these curves imply the substitution of A for all other factors as a group
(though not for every single one, since there may be some highly comple-
mentary with A), and so reduced employment of other factors on the aver-
age. As this example implies, the demand curve for A of the industry will,
as shown on the figure, tend to be between the sum of the constant out-
put curves and the sum of the demand curves of the individual firms,
its exact position depending on the elasticity of the demand for the
product.

If the industry uses some specialized resources, a further effect will be
produced on the prices of these resources. The remarks in the preceding
paragraph show that we cannot specify the direction of effect on the aver-
age. The demand for specialized resources that are highly competitive with
A will tend to fall with a reduction of the price of A under almost any
circumstances, and so their prices will tend to fall. Taken by itself, the re-
duction of the price of highly competitive factors reduces the incentive to
substitute A for them, but also reduces marginal cost and so increases the
incentive to expand output. There is perhaps a presumption that the com-
bined effect is likely to be a smaller increase in the employment of A than
if the price of these highly competitive factors had remained unchanged.
The demand for specialized resources that are highly complementary with
A will tend to rise with a reduction in the price of A under almost any
circumstances, and so their prices will tend to rise. This tends clearly to
make for a smaller increase in the employment of A than if the price of
these highly complementary factors had remained unchanged, both by
reducing the advantage in substituting A for other factors and by raising
marginal cost. The demand for the remaining resources may move in either
direction. The more elastic the demand for the product, the more likely is
the demand for, and price of, these other resources to rise, in which case the
aggregate effect of the changes in prices of specialized resources will be to
make for a smaller increase in the employment of A than if all resource
prices other than that of A had remained unchanged. On the other hand,
the more inelastic the demand for the product, the more likely is the de-
mand for, and price of, these other resources to fall, and they may fall
enough to lead to a greater increase in the employment of A than if all re-
source prices other than that of A had remained unchanged.

In addition to these external pecuniary effects of the changed pattern of
production stimulated by the fall in the price of A, there may, of course,
also be external technical effects of the kinds considered in the discussion
of supply curves. These may operate in either direction on the employ-
mentofA.
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So long as we restrict ourselves to the effects of the reactions within a
single industry to the decline in the price of A, the net result will be an in-
creased purchase of A and an increased output of the product. The effects
external to the individual firm but internal to the industry may make
these increases smaller or larger than they would have been without the
external effects, but they cannot-aside perhaps from pathological special
cases-convert them into decreases. It is precisely t.he increase in output
that makes the price of the product decline and so makes expansion seem
less attractive to the individual firm than it would at the initial price; and
the prices of other resources cannot on the average rise except as a result of
a generally increased demand for them, which also means an increase in
output. But while this is true for the industry as a whole, it need not be
true for every single firm. The different firms may be using different tech-
niques of productiori and combinations of factors. Some, for example, may
be using techniques that involve particularly heavy use of a factor that
rises in price as a result of external effects, and for such firms this rise in
price may be enough to produce a decline in output. Some may be specially
affected by external technical effects, and so on.

. !
I
i (

The Economy as a Whole

Much of the preceding discussion applies equally in passing from each
industry considered separately to the economy as a whole. Each industry
in reacting to the change in the price of A imposes external effects on itself
and other industries.

Resources highly competitive with A will obviously tend to fall in price,
and resources highly complementary to A to rise in price, almostno matter
how (i.e., relative to what) their price is measured and what their condi-
tions of supply are. There is little to add to our previous discussion about
such resources. What, however,· about all resources other than A, in gen-
eral? Obviously, the fall in price of A is a rise in the price of other re-
sources relative to A, and hence relative to the average price of all resources,
and we are talking throughout only about relative prices. The effect on
the average price of all resources (including A) relative to the average price
of final goods and services depends to som~ extent on our initial assump-
tions about the source of the increase in the supply of A that produces the
decline in its price (i.e., about the meaning of given conditions of supply
of resources). If the increase in supply of A is taken to be solely an in-
crease in relative supply compensated by a decrea e in the supply of all
other factors sufficient to keep total resources available unchanged in an
appropriate sense, then in that same sense aggregate output will be un-
changed, and hence the average price of all resources will remain un-
changed relative to the average price of goods and services. This, however,
means that the average price of resources other than A rises relative to the
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average price of final goods and services. If the increase in supply of A is
supposed to be a net addition to the total resources of the community, with
the supply of other resources unchanged, then it obviously permits a
greater aggregate output. It is not clear what effect this will have on the
average price of all resources relative to the price of final goods and serv-
ices; it is clear, however, that the average price of all resources other than
A will rise relative to the average price of final goods and services, as in
the preceding case.' The important thing throughout is to recognize that we
cannot speak about changes in "price" for the economy as a whole without
defining the base relative to which price is measured.

As just noted, according to at least one possible interpretation of "given
'conditions of supply of factors of production," total output must in one
sense remain the same despite the reduction in the relative price of A. Yet
we saw in the preceding section that, if we took account only of the reac-
tions within a single industry, the decline in the price of A would lead to
an increase in output in each industry separately. Obviously there must be
some external effects that reverse this result for some or many industries.
External effects via the prices of particular resources highly competitive
with or complementary to A may do so. More generally, however, the ex-
ternal effect that is important in this connection is on the relative prices of
final goods and services and the associated substitution in consumption-
the effect that we saw working in pure form in the case of fixed propor-
tions. In the preceding section, we took account of the changes in resource
prices that each industry produced by its own reactions. But these changes
impose external effects on other industries. As we saw in the previous para-
graph, a decline in the price of A means that the price of other resources in
general rises relative to the price of A and also relative to the average price
of all resources and to the average price of final goods and services. For
products produced predominantly with these other factors, this rise in
their price will more than offset the fall in the price of A. The cost of pro-
ducing such products will therefore rise and their supply curves shift to
the left. This occurs for these industries as a result not of their own reac-
tions to the reduced price of A but because of external effects imposed on
them by the reactions of other industries. The output of such industries
will tend to decline, though their employment of A may not, for, like other
industries, they have an incentive to substitute A for other factors. But the
decline in output may be enough to produce also a decline in employment
of A. Thus, while the demand curve for A by every industry separately is
negatively sloped, a curve showing the amount of A finally employed by an
industry at various prices (account being taken of all internal and external

1. Here as elsewhere in this section we are begging index number problems involved
in measuring "average" price. These are of the same kind as those considered in the see-
tion on consumer demand.
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I .

effects) need not be negatively sloped. A particular industry may employ
less A at a lower price for A. Of course, such cases will, for the usual rea-
sons, be exceptions.

Essentially, these same comments apply if the increased supply of A is
taken to be a net addition to the total resources of the community. In this
case, total output can increase so it is not impossible for every industry to
increase output. In general, however, if the output of those products pro-
duced with relatively little A does not decrease, it will tend to increase less
than the output of products produced with relatively much A. This is
about the only change in our exposition required.

If the increase in the supply of A is taken to be a net addition to the
total resources of the community, and if we suppose the supply curves of
other factors to be perfectly inelastic, competition to reign throughout,
and external technical effects to be absent, then the demand curve for A
for the economy as a whole is a value of marginal product curve for the
economy as a whole. (You will find it instructive to see why each of these
qualifications is necessary.) But it is not the sum of the value of marginal
product curves for each firm separately. The curves for the individual
firms not only are for given prices of products, they are also for given
quantities of other resources employed by each firm separately. The curve
for the economy, on the other hand, takes accou t of shifts of resources
between firms and industries-it is for given quantities of other resources to
the economy as a whole. It shows the value of the addition to the total
product attainable by adding one unit of A to an unchanged quantity of
all other resources, when the allocation of all resources between firms and
industries is rearranged in the optimum fashion. The rearrangements that
are possible depend, of course, on the assumed conditions and in particu-
lar on the adjustment time permitted, so they will be more extensive in the
long than in the short run. For any run, the marginal product curve for
the economy will tend to be more elastic than the sum of the marginal
product curves for the firms, because some rearrangement is possible. And
the longer the run, the more elastic the marginal product curve will be,
because the wider will be the range of possible rearrangements.

Whichever assumption is made about the source of the increased supply
of A, the demand curve for A for the economy as a whole will tend to be
between the sum of the demand curves for A of all individual firms and
the sum ?f the constant output curves for A of individual firms, so Figure
9.3 applies for the economy as a whole as well as for an individual industry.

Summary for Competitive Factor Markets

The demand curve for a factor of production for the economy as a
whole reflects the effect of substitution in both production and consump-
tion. If prices of products and other factors were unchanged, an increase
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in the supply of a factor and consequent decline in price would give each
firm an incentive to .substitute that factor for other factors in producing its
initial output and to expand its output. The attempt by many firms to
make these adjustments will, however, raise the prices of other factors
relative to product prices. This will raise costs of products produced with
relatively little of the now cheaper factor relative to the costs of products
produced with relatively much of the now cheaper factor, leading to cor-
responding changes in the supply of these products and thereby in their
prices. This adds substitution in consumption between industries to sub-
stitution in production within firms and industries. These general effects
will be complicated by special effects arising through special relations be-
tween factors in production and products in consumption. Factors that are
close substitutes to the now cheaper factor in production will tend to fall
relatively in price; factors that are highly complementary will tend to rise
in price, with further secondary effects on prices of products in the produc-
tion of whic these factors are specially important. Similarly, products that
are close substitutes in consumption for the products produced with rela-
tively much of the now cheaper factor will tend to fall in price and
products that are close complements to rise in price, and so on.

For each firm in the economy separately, equilibrium requires that mar-
ginal factor cost of the quantity of a factor employed be equal to the mar-
ginal value product of that quantity of the factor. For a competitive factor
market, this means that at each point on the economy's demand curve for
a factor, the price of the factor is equal to the marginal value product of
the factor to each firm in the economy separately. This is the central propo-
sition in the marginal productivity theory of the demand for factors of
production. But as we have seen, it is a much more complex proposition
than may at first appear. Different points on the demand curve involve not
only different amounts of the factor in question but extensive readjust-
ments in the organization and use of other factors, the scope of the ad-
justments depending on the length of run considered. The individual firm
seeks equality between marginal value product and price of the factor. It
achieves this equality by changing methods of production and output, and
so marginal value product, not by changing the price of the factor, over
which it ha no direct control.

Monopsony

It may be worth considering in somewhat more detail the case in which
the factor market is not competitive. Let us suppose that there is perfect
competition among the sellers of a particular factor service, so that a sup-
ply curve for the factor is meaningful, but that a particular firm is the
sole purchaser of the factor service in question: the case of monopsony.
As noted above, in this case the question of how much the firm would
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employ at various prices is no longer a meaningful question, since toe firm
determines the price and quantity simultaneously.

This case is depicted in Figure 9.4. The curve VV (labelled the hypo-
thetical demand curve) is precisely what the demand curve for this factor
would be if the firm were a competitive purchaser of the factor and is to be
derived precisely as the demand curve for a factor was derived above. As
will be seen from that derivation, it shows, for each quantity of A, the
(maximum) amount that the firm can add to its revenue per unit increase
in the amount of A employed. If the quantities of all other factors avail-
able to the firm were fixed, it would be a marginal. value product curve for
A. If the quantities of all other factors available to the firm are not fixed,
the firm will vary the amount of these other factors employed as it uses
more or less A in such a way as to keep their marginal value products equal
to their marginal factor costs, so the curve VV is no longer a marginal value
product curve, since the quantities of other factors are not the same for
all points on it.

Curve SS is the supply curve of the factor A to the firm. It shows the
maximum amount of the factor the firm could purchase at various prices.
The ordinate of any point on SS is therefore the average cost per unit of A
to the firm if it buys the amount given by the abscissa.of that point. The
ordinate of the curve marginal to SS (curve MM) gives, therefore, the
amount that the firm would add to its costs per unit increase in the amount
of A employed, or the marginal factor cost for various amounts of A. It ob-
viously pays the firm to hire more A so long as the amount it thereby adds
to its receipts (the ordinate of VV) exceeds the amount it adds to its costs
(the ordinate of MM). The intersection of these two curves therefore gives
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FIGURE 9.4 .
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the optimum amount of A to employ, in this example, OH. The price paid
per unit is then the ordinate of the supply curve at H, or OP.

Note that many different prices of the factor are consistent with the same
VV curve and the same amount of A employed, since different supply
curves can have the same marginal factor costs at a particular quantity of
the factor. One example is depicted in Figure 9.5.
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The factor market may fail to be competitive not because the firm is the
sole purchaser of the factor but because there is a single seller. This case is
essentially the same as monopoly in the sale of a product. The seller of the
factor services is faced by a negatively sloped demand curve, and he will
seek to equate marginal revenue with whatever he may regard as his
marginal cost.

If a monopsonistic purchaser of a factor faces a monopolistic seller, we
have a case of bilateral monopoly. The maximum return for the two
monopolists together is given by the intersection of the marginal cost curve
of the monopolistic seller and the VV curve of the preceding figures for the
monopsonist buyert this is the amount of the factor that would be used if
the two monopolies combined. If the bargaining between the two mo-
nopolists does not lead to the use of this amount of the factor, the position
is unstable, in the sense that there is a further gain that could be gotten
by merging: that is, either monopolist can afford to offer the other a larger
sum to buy his monopoly position than the value of that monopoly posi-
tion to the latter, so there is a further deal by which both can gain. This
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argument suggests that there is a uniquely determined quantity under
such a bilateral monopoly, at least if merger is not ruled out by some non-
economic obstacle; but it does not provide any means of determining how
the monopoly returns will be divided between the two monopolists, and in
this respect the solution must be regarded as largely indeterminate.

One interesting special application of this monopsony analysis has been
to demonstrate the possibility that the imposition of a legal minimum
wage higher than the prevailing- wage can raise the amount of labor em-
ployed. This is illustrated in Figure 9.6. The solid curves apply in the ab-
sence of the minimum wage, so OA is the equilibrium amount of labor
employed at a wage of OWl. Suppose a legal minimum wage of OW2 is
imposed and effectively enforced. The supply curve to the firm is no longer
SS,but now becomes OW2 CS, since at a wage below OW2 the firm cannot
hire any labor. The marginal factor cost is the no longer MM but
OW2CDM, which intersects the VV curve at E. Therefore the equilibrium
employment is OB, larger than previously, despite a rise in the wage rate

Supply
curve

Wage rate
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FIGURE 9.6

from OWl to OW2. In order for this effect to occur, it is obvious that the
minimum wage must be between Wl and Wg. If it is above Wg, it will have
the usual effect of diminishing employrnent.s

2. An instructive example of the subtleties embodied in such an apparently simple
analysis and of how easy it is to go wrong is provided by a series of comments in the
American Economist, which were triggered by Frank Falero, Jr.'s criticism of this
analysis, "A Note on Monopsony, Minimum Wages, and Employment," American
Economist, 10 (Fall 1966): 39-42. There have since been six further items: Richard C.
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It is perhaps worth noting explicitly that this case is little more than a
theoretical curiosum and cannot be regarded as of any great practical im-
portance. This is partly because significant degrees of monopsony are par-
ticularly unlikely to occur for factors of the kind affected by minimum
wage rates, partly because even in such cases there is no presumption the
minimum wage rate will fall in the interval analogous to OWl to OWa.

Yates and Benjamin J. Taylor, "A Note on Monopsony, Minimum Wages, and Employ-
ment: Comment," ibid., 11 (Fall 1967): 56-61; Frank Falero, Jr., "A Note on Monopsony,
Minimum Wages, and Employment: A Reply," ibid., 12 (Spring 1968): 52; William P.
Gramm and Robert B. Ekelund, Jr., "Monopsony, Minimum Wages, and Employment: .
A Reconsideration," ibid.: pp. 52-54; Ralph Gray and John E. Morrill, "A Note on
Monopsony, Minimum Wages, and Employment: Extended," ibid.: pp. 55-64; William
P. Gramm and Robert B. Ekelund, Jr., "Monopsony in a Muddle," ibid.: 12 (Fall 1968):
79-80; and Houston H. Stokes, "Monopsony, Minimum Wages, and Employment: A
Further Comment," ibid.: 14 (Fall 1970): 79-81. For a comprehensive correct analysis, it
is necessary to combine the final three items.




